Columbia Journal of Asia seeking undergraduate submissions

Submit your work to the **Columbia Journal of Asia**!

The Columbia Journal of Asia (CJA) is currently accepting submissions for its first issue. CJA is an open-access, peer-reviewed platform for creative and academic pieces on Asia, the Asian diaspora, and comparative studies broadly related to Asia. It addresses an urgent need for more representation and understanding of Asian narratives in Western academic and artistic circles.

We welcome both academic papers (>4,000 words) and creative works (<2,000 words), which includes poetry, prose, and original translations. Undergraduate students of all majors and class years at any university are encouraged to submit.

The regular deadline for submissions is **Feb. 28, 2022, by 11:59 PM EST**. The priority deadline is Feb. 14, 2022, by 11:59 PM EST. Submissions will be reviewed on a rolling basis, and all applicants will hear back about the status of their submission by mid-March.

Read more about our journal and submit your paper [here](https://columbiajournalofasia@gmail.com). Any questions can be directed to [columbiajournalofasia@gmail.com](mailto:columbiajournalofasia@gmail.com).